
Looking to �ll a couple hours of your day while in Sonoma County Wine Country?
With so many o�erings in the area, we’ve curated the top events this month!

Less time researching and more time having fun. Enjoy!
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Looking for a dose of California state
history? There’s likely no better entry point
than the missions. Here’s a look at seven of
the northernmost missions out of
California’s 21.

[partner]

Designer jewelry collections for
everyday, �ne jewelry, engagement &
wedding, statement pieces + custom
jewelry. The variety explores a rich
diversity of aesthetics — from the �erce
to the sublime. Come play with us at
Poet and the Bench in Mill Valley and
online.

Picture this — you're driving up the coast of
Highway 101. You have your hiking
accessories in the back, the sun is
shining, and you arrive at the entrance of
the Redwood National forest. If you can't
picture it, that means you have yet to
experience it — so what are you waiting
for?
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[partner]

Discover why Calistoga is known as the
crown of Napa Valley. Come soak up our
hot springs, mineral pools and mud
baths for the ultimate relaxation
experience.

 

Have you ever found yourself day
dreaming of leaving the chaos of every day
life for a couple days? Of course you have!
Well Ventura County might just be the
place to do just that. Home to a wide range
of up-and-coming wineries and
restaurants, here are some can't miss
recommendations.
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Wine tasting in Napa is an iconic California
experience, but all that vino is bound to
build up an appetite. So take a mid day
break and visit one of our favorite lunch
time spots in Wine Country — we're hungry
just thinking about it.

East Brother Beer is a Northern California brewery that was born from a shared

passion for classic craft-style beer and genuine hard-working heritage.

Available for shipping throughout California in mixed packs, through the brewery’s

subscription Beer Box and pop-up Festival Booth in a Box. 
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Best Spa and Wellness Hotels in the Bay Area

Best Breakfast on the Big Island

10 Coolest Hikes in Northern California

The Ultimate Guide to Big Sur

Best Places to Visit on Maui
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Reels For All the Feels Interests on Pinterest Get Face-to-Facebook

Forward to a Friend

Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list.
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